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Commission Sales Associate effective at multi-tasking and maintaining a friendly 
attitude under pressure. Efficiently builds loyalty and long-term relationships with 
customers while consistently achieving individual sales goals. Expert retail sales 
professional offering over 20 years experience in retail customer service and retail
management. 

OCTOBER 1997 – SEPTEMBER 2001
LEAD COMMISSION SALES ASSOCIATE - ABC CORPORATION

 Demonstrated that customers come first by serving them with a sense of 
urgency.

 Shared product knowledge with customers while making personal 
recommendations.

 Helped customers select products that best fit their personal needs. Met 
incoming customers and provided immediate assistance.

 Opened and closed the store, which included counting cash drawers and making
bank deposits.

 Completed all cleaning, stocking and organizing tasks in assigned sales area.
 Recommended merchandise to customers based on their needs and 

preferences.
 Prioritized helping customers over completing other routine tasks in the store.

1996 – 1997
COMMISSION SALES ASSOCIATE - DELTA CORPORATION

 Consistently surpass sales goals to increase company profit Answer phones, 
handle customer inquiries, and assist with purchases in the tools department.

 Retail Provide detailed product information to customers in the Lawn and 
Garden department; troubleshooting; product assembly; cashier; customer 
service.

 My Responsibility at Macys is to help customers find what they are looking for.
 Make sure that the customers are satisfied with what they are walking out with.
 Also, have to make sure everything is in order and in its right place.
 Also did customer service, recovery, restock, and answered phones for 

customers with concerns.
 Effectively Provide exemplary knowledge of all products to customers 

Accurately all monetary transactions throughout the store Actively conduct.
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EDUCATION

Medical Assistant - (Silsbee High School - Silsbee, TX)

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Customer Service.
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